This information tells you about
Levant Mine

Visitors spend about
2 hours here.

The Reception is a place where
you can find the people that
work here and ask for help.

There is an information area here
with displays and you can drop
your booklet back here before you
go.

You can use a Tramper at Levant
Mine.

There are accessible toilets at
Levant Mine.

This place is called Levant Mine.
People used to work here,
looking for tin and copper in the
ground.

Tin is a metal found in the rocks
under ground.
It is used to make tin cans.

Copper is also a metal found in the
rocks under ground.
It is used to make copper coins.

Have you seen tin cans or copper coins at home?

The rocks they were looking for
were found deep under the
ground and difficult to get to.

They dug deep holes in the ground
called mines.

The mines were even dug under the
sea!

They worked on ladders and platforms
to get to the rocks.

When they found the rock they
needed, they followed it until it ran out.

The black lines on this map are the
mines.

You can see that they went out under
the blue sea.

They are the world famous

sub-marine mines.

under sea

To lift things in and out of the
mines they used big steam
engines.

The steam engines worked in
stone houses called engine
houses.

The engine house at Levant Mine still has the steam engine inside.

The Levant Mine steam engine is
very old and rare.

The boilers are where the water was
heated to make the steam.

Can you see the steam engine at Levant?

The steam engine was saved by
The Greasy Gang!

The Greasy Gang are engineers
and they use tools to repair the
steam engine and to keep it
working well.

They made it work again.

Which included repairing the boilers
which made the steam!

Can you see any of the tools the Greasy Gang
would use on the steam engine?

To get the miners in and out of the mine, a
different engine was used.
This was called the Man Engine.

Before the Man Engine the miners
had to climb up and down
ladders for an hour before they
could start work.

The Man Engine made working at
Levant Mine much easier.

But, in 1919, the Man Engine at
Levant Mine broke and 31 miners
died.

This was a major disaster and
many miners died.

Did you see where the Man Engine used to be ?

Now you know that …….

1. Deep mines were dug at Levant, some even
went under the sea!
2. The steam engine was repaired by The Greasy
Gang.
3. Many miners died at Levant in a disaster
when the Man Engine broke.

We hope you enjoyed your day.
What did you enjoy the most?

Thank you for visiting
Levant Mine.

Please come back again!

Meaning of words in this booklet
Levant Mine

A area in Cornwall by the sea, famous for its
under sea mines.

Mine

A deep hole dug in the ground to find useful rocks that contain metal.

A type of metal found at Levant.

Tin

It is used to make tin cans and other useful
things.

Copper

Another type of metal found at Levant. It is
used to make copper wire and copper
coins and other useful things.

Steam Engine

A machine used in mining to pump water
out of the mine and to bring up the miners
and the rock.

The Greasy
Gang

The group of people that repaired the
steam engine at Levant Mine.

Engine House

The stone building that the engine is put in.
It sits next to the mine in the ground and has
a chimney.

Man Engine

Disaster

The old engine that the miners used to go
up and down the shaft to get into the mines
underground.

A terrible thing that happened.
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